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Mrs. C. W. Metcalf Popular Young
Succumbs After Man Near Death
After Car Crash
lengthy Illness

clash Thursday aftheir 16th annual
g gridiron fight in
High School stadium
igers rated second
•n fans loyally cer11 win this season's

For more than 40 years one
of Princeton's best loved women
because of her fine Christian
CHAI\‘‘ TON
character, her constant devotion
her
to church activities and
charitable aid Of unfortunates,
Mrs. Charles W. Metcalf, 82,
died at her home here early
HA RIA
Tuesday morning after a lingering illness due to infirmities incaptive
Shaded areas on this map locate the nation's major
coal mines which are the subject of negotiations among steel cident to advanced age. She is
company officials, the United Mine Workers and President Roose- mourned by the entire comvelt. Only captive mines not shown are nine in Alabama and munity.
one in Illinois. The captive mine in Illinois is at Westville.
Ill more or less the last year
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Plane Crashes

Churches, Schools
To Have Programs
For Thanksgiving
Traditional Observance Of Holiday Finds Hunters
Handicaped

12 Princetonians
Involved In Two
Wrecks; Rufus
Boaz May Live

Community
Mourns Beloved •
Woman; Burial
At Hopkinsville
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Location Of Captive Coal Mines

Rufus Boaz, popular employe
of the State Highway department here and King of the 1941
Princeton Tobacco Festival, hov:ored near death in Jennie Stewart Hospital at Hopkinsville to-

Princeton will observe Thanksgiving in traditional manner as
a day of worship, rest, football
and big tamily dinners where
King Turkey will hold sway as
chief object of attention.
The Christian, Methodist and
Presbyterian churches will hold
united services at the Cumberland Presbyterian Church, with
Lt. Wyman 0. Thompson, 21, the Rev. E. S. Denton in charge.
of Underwood, N. D., was coBaptists will hold their own
pilot of an army bomber which service at 10 o'clock, the Rev.
crashed near Bangor, Me. The J. G. Cothran said Wednesday
burned wreckage was found in at the Baptist Church with all
a woodland. All four of the who want to come invited.
crew aboard the plane were
Both Princeton schools, East—AP Telemat side and
found dead.
Butler, observed Thanksgiving Wednesday with special
programs at chapel hour. Students and teachers participated.
Chief attraction Thanksgiving
afternoon will be the annual
football game between Princeton and Marion which will be
played this year in the Marion
stadium. Hundreds of Princetonians are expected to make the
trip.
The annual outing of busy
Annual Red Cross Roll Call sportsmen sPending a day in the
campaign neared the halfway field hunting quail and rabbits
mark this week as civic clubs will not 'happen this year since
of Princeton swung into action. open season does not come unThe Princeton Rotary Club took til next Monday, but a few are
the lead with a total of 80 expected to go out in quest of
members, with the Booklovers' ducks and geese, shooting of
in second'illasCe4-tvIlli •58"glgned which- is legal.
Schools will ring their bells
up in their day of campaigning.
The Merrymaids' Club, trying the following day here but sevfor members for the first time, eral college students will remain
was third with 40 and Order of at home during the week-end.
Eastern Star came in fourth with And business, which will cease
almost entirely Thursday, will
32.
The Modern Priscilla Club resume Friday . . . if clerks,
campaigned Tuesday and the Ki- keepers and customers recover
from heavy turkey and cranwanis Club is action today.
al membership now stands at berry sauce dinners sufficiently
to be up and doing.
210.

day and John Keeney, another
well-known Princeton boy, lay
seriously injured in a Paducah
hospital as the result of two
auto crashes envolving a dozen
RVE SYS
Princetonians last week-end.
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Rebecca Prince, Eddyville, and
tana in quest of big game like
uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs.
Marion was rated bear, deer or other mammoth
Katherine Kevil, Princeton, were
Parr has as
October
.
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A diagnostic clinic for crippled is expected to be reached next
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Doc Amos Killed
Quail, Not Bear,
Out In Montana

Noted Lecturer
Coming Next Week

Rotary Club Leads
In Red Cross Drive

Second Rotary Institute Speaker Is
Dr. A. D. Albert

Civic Organizations List 210
Members Thus Far

Burley Sales Will
Start Dec. 2 At
Hopkinsville

Crippled Children's
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In Hopkinsville
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Festival Sponsors
Will Meet Dec. 1

To Plan 1942 Celebration, Elect
New Officers

November Court
Ended Saturday

Four Negroes
Fined On Assault,
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Fredonia Today
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SALUTORY SERVICE
The Rotary Club's Institute of International Understanding got off to a flying
start last Tuesday night with Clarence W.
Sorenson's masterly address. He held his
audience, thrilled, impressed and amazed
all present with his rapid-fire presentation
of facts about our South American neighbors, for whom too recently we have begun
to have a reat friendliness ... because we
want their friendship and their business.
If the other three speakers to come here
under Rotary's auspices at intervals of
two weeks have as interesting and as vital
messages, this young organization will have
performed indeed a salutory service for our
community.
A RESPONSIBILITY
While fathers of boys, most of them at
least, are cognizant of the many enduring
benefits to their sons resulting from membership in the Boy Scouts of America it
probably is true that Princeton does not
properly appreciate this great agency for
good in the community.
— MINT night of- this week --the---aniwal.
Court of honor for Scouts of this district
will be held at the courthouse. Merit and
achievement badges will be publicly awarded boys who have earned such honors; and
thoughtful Princeton adults well might accord these young citizens of tomorrow the
courtesy of acknowledging their appreciation by their presence at this ceremony.
Boys today have certainly a great deal to
contend with; and their's is a heavy responsibility: That of shaping the affairs of
the world of tomorrow. They well deserve
all the encouragement we can give them,
especially in the light of the rather dismal
failure we have made of the job we inherited; which was to turn the world over
to them. a little better than when we took
charge.

any unit of government.
The Council will work for the State's welfare solely. As time passes the public will
learn what the Council's objects are.
Those who give it financial support—noin
body will be asked for much—will invest
the
en
strength
an enterprise which should
State as a provider of livelihood for its
citizens, too many of whom seek opportunity in other States. —(Louisville Times)
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ONE VIEW OF
GOVERNOR'S ACT
In the consideration of public questions
so many different viewpoints arise that one
who is in a position of public trust and authority is placed always in an equivocal
position frequently called in political parlance "the spot."
This no doubt was the position in which
Governor Johnson found himself in objecting to the federal government taking over
unemployment compensation. The Herald already has expressed itself on this matter,
agreeing with the position taken by the
governor but from a wholly different viewpoint from that of the Paducah Sun-Democrat, in an editorial also published in the
Ashland Independent, which is republished
here as showing one angle of the view that
this discussion has evoked:
"Governor Johnson is very much disturbed over the rumored plans of the federal
government to 'federalize state unemployment compensation,' or, in plain English,
take the administration of such funds away
from the states. We don't believe, in view
of the attitude of Washington on a great
many other things of a kindred nature, that
the governor's protest will stop the crowd
of nitwits who, at critical times, seem to be
in charge of affairs in the nation's capital.
They are seizing the present-day situation
as an opportune time to take over everything in the name of the federal government and have not only those functions usually performed by the. states, but many
others vitally affecting a man's private affairs. Administered from Washington. We
are headed for socialism of the rankest type
unless men like Keen Johnson and some of
the country's leading industrialists, who see
the danger, can make themselves heard.
"It is hinted that in a few weeks, if you
want to buy an automobile, you will have
to get a 'certificate of necessity'—a bit of
...-paper _declaring_y_ou..are in dire_ neesl of it. _
But, it won't stop there. Labor and business
are making too much money. Not all wage
earners and not all businesses, but they all
will be classed alike. So, it is now planned
to increase the present take from a wage
earner's earnings—to double the rate on
both wage earner and employers.
"This is assumed to be for the old age
benefit funds. All money derived from the
tax for that purpose now, instead of being
set aside strictly for pensions, is dumped
into the general funds, and used as Washington wishes to use it. There is something
like $5,000,000,000 to the credit of employers, or there would be if the transaction
was handled as an insurance company
handles your insurance premiums. Instead
there is nothing but the federal government's IOU."—(Lexington Herald)

CONSERVATION COUNCIL
HAS GREAT OPPORTUNITY
Kentucky's Conservation Council, headed
by Mrs. J. K. Grannis of Flemmingsburg,
elected president at Mammoth Cave yesterday, faces a hard task and has a great opportunity for valuable public service.
It is useless for those who lament a State's
backwardness to assail individuals in office.
The fault lies usually with the public.
While the public is delinquent public officers will reflect its delinquency.
If a Kentucky Governor and a Kentucky
Legislature should run ahead of public opinion as protectors of natural resources their
attitude would be remarkable.
If, the State being fully awkened, a Governor and a Legislature should oppose a demand for protection of natural resources the
fact would be even more remarkable.
The Kentucky Conservation Council's list
of officers does not include anyone paid by

We must be willing to pay a price for
freedom, for no price that is ever asked
for it is half the cost of doing without it.
—H. L. Mencken in Prejudices.
Regardless or initial luck, nearly everybody plays a •slot machine until his money's
gone.
The present hour with all its difficulties
will produce a new and finer leadership than
we have ever known.
ilk
If a man has to pay out $8,000 a year in
interest, taxes, and insurance premiums, he
discovers eventually that he can't balance
his budget by eating 30-cent lunches.
A bachelor observes that every pretty
girl has been married at least once by the
time she's twenty-five.
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What Other Edit
With Harold Rhodenbaugh,
Courier-Journal ace photographer,
in tow Pennyriler visited the Urey
,Lamb farm last week and watched
the C-J expert take pictures of a
tobacco barn where firing was in
progress. The pictures are to be
used in a Sunday magazine feature for the Louisville paper soon.
Mr. Lamb, always a prolific
source of anecdote and information, told us one about Zachary
Taylor, warrior-president. He said
the soldier, who had just been
elected to the presidency, was invited by General Stevens, grandfather of In, Philip, Roy and Bob,
and a member of the Kentucky
Letstatnre,---to— visit Frankfort
en route to Washington and deliver an address.
The story is that President-elect
Taylor did visit Frankfort. Addressing the general assembly, he
is quoted by Mr. Lamb as saying:
"Well, you wouldn't expect a veteran returned from living for
years in a tent on battlefields to
make much of a speech nor to be
much of a statesman. But, with
the guidance of those at Washington in whom I can place my
trust and confidence, I hope to
bring this government back to
purity."
We asked Mr. Lamb if he'd
heard about how mad General
Taylor got the time Lieut. Jefferson Davis ran off with and o...trried
his favorite daughter and the
former postmaster-sheriff :4)lied
he knew Taylor was warped and
stooped and guessed it must have
come about from temper and
spleen, tho he'd never heard about
the runaway wedding which so
upset the old war-horse.
ilk
Rhodenbaugh, who worked on
the Salt Lake City Tribune in
1931 at the time Pennyriler was
editing the Elko, Nevada, Independent, is a native of Idaho . . .
He was making a tour of southwestern Kentucky taking pictures
for the C-J's forthcoming Kentucky Sesquicentennial special
edition. He "shot" Carl Sparks'
dairy barns and herd, the old
Ratliff, Garrett and McGoodvvin
homes, the latter where Mrs.
Grace M. Brown and Mrs. L. M.
Campbell now live . . . and, of all
things, the old hitch lot, in down-

town Princeton. He took pictures
of the courthouse and what the
fire Itoft of the Stegar tobacco
factory, along the railroad tracks.
Olive Seaton got instant and,
to me, surprisingly excellent support in her singing entertainment
in Butler auditorium from Gordon Lisanby on the old Negro
spiritual "Swing Low, Sweet
Chariot" . . . and the audience,
waiting to hear Clarence Sorenson, enjoyed the music interval.
Gordon has a very pleasing voice
. . . almost persuading me I might
be missing something by not attending church with Honey sometimes.
1111
An observant friend thinks
feminine hats this year are
woman's clowning glory.
Times change. Now women
workers at Chicago are asking
for men's pay . . . and a while
back the women folks just took
their men's paychecks and, in
kindness to the dumb brutes, said
nothing about it.
Glenn Farmer says the guy up
East who perfected the vinylite
shirt front that cleans with a
damp cloth is his idea of a useless
citizen.
And a lady we know says she
wishes all, salesmen except those
with free samples would stay
away from her house.

111,
Your reporter has bought
chances on turkeys, quilts, automobiles, out-sized dolls, ornate
boxes of candy and such . . . but
last week we heard Lucian Greer
trying to sell Saul a chance of a
mule for 10 cents . . . Which
wasn't as funny as our mental
picture of Saul riding a mule!
Latterly come encouraging signs
that the national administration,
getting pretty close to a shooting
war, has eased firing at business.
In fact, I read in certain financial
papers that the Washington
wizards are beginning to act real
peaceable toward business, especially little business, well known
backbone of the Nation. Tho this
comes at what looks suspiciously
like the 11th hour, it none the
less is welcome.
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injured U.S. Flier Horne From War
EU POWELL
G YOU A WONKSGIVING and
turkey will not be

Big livestock
Show To Break
All Past Records

Kuibyshew, formerly Samara,
and now temporary capital of
the U.S.S.R., was named in
honor of the man who had won
and defended it for the Soviet
government.

International
Event At Chicago
Draws Huge Increases In Entries

t no ill will filters
created by obi Day set aside so
kept set aside by
and realization
thanks for the
are nice . . . And,
Wishing you
of celebration unpleasant circum-

Chicago, Nov. 18—A final tally
of entries for the individual livestock classes of the 1941 International Livestock Exposition and
Horse Show to be held at the
Chicago Stock Yards November
29 to December 6, discloses a
huge increase in number of
animals listed over a year ago,

1141
I>
• FORGET, we owe
„giving for living
aresent peace, for
:tad having friends
:ome other terms
and cents, for
to go to Church
torship the One
lbough was Lead!he power to smile
q the future, for
..:id where dreams
, besides nightmarhave have at
• things that have
come true, for living
are not always dark
the government . . .
is alive, achievement
of progress and
just people, willing
another chance at

the management reports.
According to officials of the
"Guess this turk musta heard
show, entry figures in 12 of the
the bad news. As a perfect
26 breeds that will be featured
specimen of health, and havthis year are higher than for
ing drunk my share of pastthe corresponding breeds at the
uerized milk every day, I'm
1940 show.
set to do my share at ThanksAn all-time record entry for
giving dinner."
the three breeds of beef cattle,
that are the main source of
supply of the nation's finest
meats, has been registered by
Jerilyn .l'essel, daughter of Comedian George Jessel and the
the leading breeders and feedAndrews, poses for her first picture at the Jessel
ers of this country and Canada, former Lois
Mrs. D. W. Hale embraces her son, Pilot Officer John M. Hill, says B. H. Heide, secretary-man- home in Beverly Hills, Calif. Jerilyn is not quite three weeks old.
—AP Telemat
She is in her mother's arms.
22, on his arrival home in Kansas City, Mo., from England. Mrs. ager of the Exposition.
Hale was near tears, but Hill chided her: "Aw, don't be a baby,
There will also be a big inmom." Hill was injured in a take-off crash, as he was leading crease of swine exhibits, with
Big Ben
two sections of British spitfire fighters back to their base in six of the eight breeds in this
Of The West
and
months
three
Scotland. He'll remain in the United States
division showing large advances
—AP Telemat, over 1940, and the total is the
Hays, Kas. (—Motorists are
then return to duty with he British Air Service.
S
highest in many years. The draft surprised to see a gigantic clock
F MAIN STREET
flawless love affairs well known ward to Xmas-time or sooner Virse entry of approximately 400 standing in a field between Hays
Two Princeton
and Victoria, Kas.
street is nearing the date when her true B. F., is head, and the sheep entry of
t to call it Corn- on Main
The thing cost $4,837 and was
nearly 1,000 head, compare closeway
all
the
come
to
scheduled
doubt?
of
shoals
dangerous
try their way
ly with the showing in these installed in the cupalo of a barn
He's
south.
a
.
.
from
Trinidad
>>
bordered path...
two departments at the 1940 ex- in 1880 for Robbins Battell,
PRINCETON PORTRAITURES ern boy, been on the far away
rrently depicted in
wealthy English landowner. The
position.
with
Childress
Dixie lisugan, about Margaret June
barn was destroyed by wind in
island all summer but figgers
for
Entries
the
famous
InterJimmie
iage being rudely that all-faithful letter to
1901. The clock was repaired and
the
when
no
is
problem
Horse
Show,
national
which
will
distance
ause of draft . . Carr in Hoptown . . Dixie Mae Yule season with his gal, can feature the country's finest rid- placed in the field where it is
ent right here in with a sad expression in her be sent in the States . . . From, ing and driving horses, will not visible from a transcontinental
just as many tears beautiful eyes . . . Wheeler a position far out on the limb be closed until November 17. It highway.
Johnson by
Battell saw the clock only once
heart break . . . Hawkins and Mattie Blanche, of prognostication comes this bit is anticipated that the number
has named
wn for versatility who never seem discontented of uncertainty . . PRINCETON here will exceed 600 head of in the 41 years he owned the
the Preside
sits quietly at home with life . . . Junior Joiner and 13—MARION 6, in the annual three and five gaited saddle farm.
hanksgiving
chilly Jane again . . . Virginia Wylie Turkey Day classic this after- horses as well as harness hopes
these
de
C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency established 36 years ago—
much pref
• she was rash and her cuteness . . . Mary Edna noon . . . Nix! it ain't Hoptown and ponies.
Another Fish Story
e excuses f to be satisfied with and L. D., riding high on a for Nancy Catlett, or Sophine All past records have been far Winter Haven, Fla. (JP)—DeleIs and always will be known for sound and efficient service
. . And who is crest of happiness . . . Reg and Wood either . . . Woe is me . . surpassed in the number
of gates to a convention here didn't
rry this y
the
as
I've spending his Robbie Lou's courtship
prime steers, lambs and pigs that want to be without proof when
Whoizit?
h is going
... A friend of the top s'prise of the season . . .
will be exhibited in the junior they boasted of their fishing
x.cc
—Lexin
in who sat at home Emptiness of heart due to Bill
AND THEY SAY IT IS A classes of this year's show by prowess upon returning home.
...tumn due to the Presler's joining the Great Amer. LAND OF PLENTY: Two kids farm youths under 21 years old. One of them caught an 11-pound
. What gal is it Cause.
with third grade books clasped The listing here is over 700 bass. One by one, 20 others borb
to have found her
in grimy hands, with skinny head, an increase of nearly 50 rowed the prize catch to have
ing Matter
Ann
Dorothy
PARADE:
TIP
Paducah? . . . And
pictures made showing them
bodies showing they had not percent over any past year.
serene, seemingly Davis, Leader, is looking for- eaten the necessary foods, stood
's
Six times within the last 13 holding it aloft.
as other schoolchildren marched years the grand champion steer
ho dined at
on and looked longingly at of the show has been exhibited
egularly was
grocery store display of oranges, by a boy or girl.
apples and big blue grapes . . .
to see a fell
Wishing aloud they had them Barefoot Boys
few feet a
imacing_as sharp winds
Norfolk, Ver. 913}---24------'barecut their frail bodies and hunguce in his
foot contest" started during deer tortured their stomachs . . . pression days is
going
still
amazement,
and then on to a day at school
strong at the Ocean View school.
atter as on
where hundreds of their age
Miss Lucy Mason Holt, principal,
laughed merrily, basking in the
reports that the contest has a
a phychia
radiance of plenty.
devoted following every year
day and
among the students who strive
e strange
Lost And Found
to see who can go the longest
restaurant,
Orleans, France (ill) — No t without shoes before yielding t
ttuce as
everybody was the loser in the King Winter. The record so fa
great panic which accompanied is December 12.
rought. On t
France's defeat in 1940. Some
there again,
pegiple were finders. The latest
ryone's perPl
story is about 216 pearls of great
y in his ear
price in search of their owner.
arture from
They were found in a swamp
near the village of Oison, where
ther diner o
a farmer some time before came In Standard Old Line Coment that o
upon a case containing three milpanies . . 'Safety for Your
•ot up an wa
lion francs' worth of jewelry Property and Peace ,of Mind
customer.
Nobody
✓
while tilling his field.
gratitude for
for Yourself.
We approach this Thanksgiving Season with hearts filled with
crazy?" h
has yet claimed them.
enjoyed
have
we
friendships
the
is
cur many blessings, not the least of them
arth are Y4
trade was larger
foreign
S.
U.
years.
the
throughout
ur ear?"
the first half of 1941 than for
Phone 25
er came like
of this bank
the same period in 1931; exports
On November 12th the Individual Deposits (checking accounts)
Princeton, Ky.
there
imand
greater
a period
ing it
percent
36
were
$662,935.19. This is the largest total for any day since April 1930,
totaled
twice the one
ve no lettuc
ports 42 percent.
extending over Eleven and One Half Years. Today the total is over
at the bottom of the depression (October 1933).

Favorite

John E. Young,Agt

contributed
We are deeply grateful to our friends and customers who have
with this organizaconnected
Those
institution.
old
year
58
this
of
growth
the
to
conservative policies
tion desire to take this opportunity to pledge a continuance of
every service
in the operation of this bank, and to express our desire to render
your conmerit
will
we
that
end
the
to
practice,
consistent with sound banking
fidence and patronage during the coming years.
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that
In addition to our gratitude to you, as expressed above, we are thankful
turmoil.
world
of
time
this
in
Americans
are
and
we live in this community
thin season we should all subject ourselves to reas a
n to see if love and kindness still survive
human
combination to bring happiness to the
us use it at this Thanksgiving time and with
has . .
ds ix' grateful for the blessings America
lies to enjoy.
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Page Four
Held After Wreck

Funerals

Paducah Football
Official Killed

Homemakers
Club News

CRPITOL

Homemakers

Young

Dudley
Schedule
Funeral services were held
Friendship, November 20, 1:30
Friday for Dudley Young who
hostess.
p. m.Mrs. Wesley Skees,
died Thursday at the home of
James (Jimmie) Ogden, 241:30
20,
November
Sory,
in
B.
Creek,
Mrs.
J.
sister,
his
Eddy
year-old Paducah football offihostess.
Fredonia with the Rev. L. Layp. m.—Mrs. Forest Calce,
cial and star fullback for the
man officiating.
Bethany, November 21, 1:30
grid
He was a native of Caldwell
Tilghman High School
m.—Mrs. Fred Easley, hostess.
p.
county and well known in his
team in 1935, was killed inNovember 24, 1:30 p.
Hopson,
community. He is survived by
stantly about 7 o'clock last FriGlass, hostess.
Everett
m.—Mrs.
two sisters, Mrs. Sory and Miss
day night when an automobile
Cobb, November 25, 1:30 p.
Dora Young ,of Fredonia, and
in which he was riding with
m.—Mrs. H. P. White, hostess.
two brothers, Charles Young and
Clarence "Cap" Maddox, Fulton,
Fredonia, November 26, 2:00
R. L. Young, Madisonville.
enroute to the , Madisonvillep. m.—Mrs. A. J. Eldridge.
Pallbearers were Ray Butts,
Sturgis football game, crashed
Charles Brockmeyer, William
Paul T. Connell, 39, of Gleninto a parked truck near NorYoung, Cecil Brasher, L. C. wood, Ind., remained in the
Cobb
tonville.
Foley and Ivan H. Bennett.
Rush county jail at Rushville,
Ogden was thrown through
Cobb homemakers met TuesInd., while authorities investi- the windshield and nearly 100
day afternoon with Mrs. J. M.
William H. Glenn
gated a bus wreck near Rush- feet. Maddox was injured serTaylor. The meeting was called
to order by the president, Mrs.
William H. Glenn, highly re- ville in which nine persons iously but was reported imV. T. White.
spected citizen of the Crider burned to death. The wreck oc- proving Tuesday.
Scores of Princetonians in the
Canning cards were turned in
community, died Friday, Novem- cured as the bus driver swerved
and much interest was shown
ber 14, at the home of his his vehicle to avoid a collision Madisonville stands were shockover the years report of canned
nephew, Hubert Williams, with with a car reported driven by ed before the start of the game,
and stored food supply. "Housewhom he had lived for the last Connell. Connel was arrested on when in the confusion created
charges of intoxication and driv- by the wreck, Howard York,
hold Tools and Supplies," the
several years. He was 73.
lesson for the month was given,
Funeral services were held, ing while under the influence popular Princeton postoffice em—AP Telemat ploye, was announced dead of
emphasizing the saving of time,.
Saturday afternoon at the home of liquor.
injuries received in a crash
energy, money. The club adwith the Rev. Guy Moore in
while coming to the game to
journed to meet November 25
charge and burial was in New G. Cothran, officiated.
Burial was in Cedar Hill help with the officiating. The
with Mrs. H. P. White.
Bethel cemetery.
error was cleared up shortly
The hostess served.refreshPallbearers were F. C. Dor- Cemetery.
Mrs. Satterfield had been ill when York made his appearance
ments to the following: Mesrah, R. L Heck, J. M. Adams, P.
dames D. D. Rogers, V. T. White,
M. Adams, E. L. Turley and A. for several weeks and her con- on the field.
T. Hooks. A large crowd attend- dition grew grave late last week.
0. M. Bryant, Ray Adams, Earned last rites held in the flower Death resulted from complica- The Farm
est Lacy, Hettie M. Dunn, J. M.
tions.
Taylor, Garnet Holland and Miss
filled home.
Mrs. Satterfield was a well- And Home
Fanny Newsom and Nancy B.
Mr. Glenn spent most of his
life on his farm, living only the known resident of Princeton.
For economical winter feedScrugham.
last few years with his nephew. She had lived many years on ing give dairy cows all the
He was, until retirement, one of South Jefferson street where she roughage they will clean up
DRESS up for dinner in a day Otter Pond
the most active community work- died and had always been an with a minimum of waste. In
length dress—it's the new mood.
active community worker.
ers in the Crider section.
The regular meeting of the
addition, feed them grain acBesides her husband, she is cording to their production, at There's lots of above-the-table Otter Pond homemakers' club
He is survived by a sister,
Mrs. Nellie Hewlett, Princeton survived by a daughter, M
the rate of approximately
a interest in this slender black was held November 11, at 1:30
and several nieces and nephews. Lee Cardin, Princeton; two bro- pound of grain to 3 to 6 pounds crepe dress with sparkling black o'clock at the home of Mrs.
sequins on its bracelet sleeves Jimmie Mitchell. The president,
thers, Sydney Chandler and Har- of milk.
and V bodice. Charles Armour Mrs. Claude McConnell was in
ry Chandler; a sister, Mrs. WalBefore
buying
an
electric
Mrs. H. Satterfield
ter Krueger, all of St. Louis; a washing machine, try it out at designed it to meet the growing charge of the meeting.
Funeral services for Mrs. Har- nephew, Sidney Kseuger, St. home. Note its action, ease and demand for dressy street-length
The
lesson
"Housecleaning
vey Satterfield who died at her Louis, and a grandchild, little quietness of operation, and the frocks. The draped turban is in Methods", was given by Mrs.
home on South Jefferson street Nancy Lee Cardin, Princeton.
action on the clothes. Avoid ma- "approach pink," a Helen Lei- Ray Martin and Mrs. L. B. Sims.
Sunday night, were held Tueschines which tend to form bert design.
The program was conducted by
day at 2:30 o'clock at the Methclothes into balls or wads.
the leader, Miss Lucy M. MashMrs. Willie East
odist Church. The Rev. E. S.
burn. The meeting was adjournDrylot rations for hogs in
Funeral services were held winter can be balanced if supDenton, assisted by the Rev. J.
ed with prayer by Mrs. W. S.
Wednesday, Nov. 19, at 2 o'clock plemented by legume hay, preDenham
at the Friendship Methodist ferably alfalfa, in a rack. Corn,
Members present were, MesChurch in Lyon county f o r middlings, skim-milk, and hay
dames L. B.. Sims, P. J. BlackMrs. Willie East, who died at in a rack made a good ration.
burn, Ferd Wadlington,
Ray
Department Of The Navy
her home in the Friendship Alfalfa leaf meal may be used
Martin, Jim Mitchell, Jimmie
Office
of
the
Secretary
community, Tuesday, Nov. 18. instead of alfalfa hay.
Mitchell, Moscoe Mitchell, W. S.
Washington
She was 78 years old.
A warm mash fed about noon
Denham, Guy Shoulders, Claude
November 13, 1941
She is survived by two daugh- each day tends to encourage egg
Robinson, Claude
McConnell,
ters, Mrs. Cecil Davis and Mrs. production. About 3 pounds of To the Publisher:
Brad Lacy, George Martin. Jr.,
With
the
insertion
of
the
Floyd E. Gray, Eddyville; a moistened mash is sufficient for
and Miss Lucy M. Mashburn;
brother, Nute Nichols, Eddyville, 100 hens. This is not a substitute Navy's ninth advertisement for Visitors were Mesdames Lee
recruits
the
schedule
is
comsix grandchildren and two great- for dry mash. Pullets are kept
Mashburn, Jim Neal, Gene Parkpleted for the present, and I
grandchildren.
in good flesh by feeding liberally
er and Miss Nancy Scrugham.
wish
to
take
this
opportunity
to
Burial was in the churchyard on grain.
of__ _the Friendship Methodist - Well-finished hogs weighing say "thank you" for your splenChurch, with the Rev. J. L. 175 to 225 pounds are best for did cooperation. The home town
press has fully lived up to my
Coomer in charge.
Mrs. Sarah Myers was hostess
home butchering. There is too
expectations.
to the Crider Homemakers' Club
much fat on heavy hogs and
At
no
time
in
our
history
has
Where There's A Will
their cuts may be of inferior
Wednesday, Oct. 12 at 1:30 o'the Navy failed to fill its quota
There's A Way
clock.
quality. A temperature of 30 to
by the voluntary response of
Those present were: Mesdames
Washington (IP)—Wild ducks 40 degrees is cool enough for young Americans, and it will
Virgil Coleman, Aggie Coleman,
on the Mud Lake National Wild- butchering.
not fail in the present emerAn ideal school lunch conWilson Glenn Cash, L. W. Guess,
life Refuge in Marshall County,
gency. But the task is more difMinn., want their bands wheth- tains milk, cocoa or milk soup; ficult than ever before because Robert Williams, Johnson Myers,
er they are being given out or one hot dish; sandwiches; an of the competitive requirements Harlin Ennis, Hugh Yates, Ray
apple or other raw fruit, and a
Wigginton, S. G. Wiggington,
not.
of defense industry, and of agriWhen Manager Carl B. Vogen simple dessert, such as custard, culture. We shall need all the Press Adamson, Duey CartCobb, Porter
temporarily closed his banding gelatin, fruit sauce or cookies. help you can continue to give us wright, Mary
traps, the ducks found a vitly in Leave out fried foods, pickles, in keeping the Navy in the Spickand, Misses Nancy Scrugham, Nell Guess and Grace
anyhow. One trap was packed pies and rich cakes.
forefront of the minds of the
Adamson.
with 72 ducks. Vogen discovered
young men of your coMmunity
the ducks had entered by diving Eat Too Well
Henrietta Hotel Bldg.
and their parents. I knew you
The China Mail, established in
under the surface of the water But Not Wisely
will be glad to carry on. '
Hongkong in 1845, claims to be
Telephone 46
and coming up through the botMinneapolis, Minn.—Too much
The home town paper has a
the first newspaper in the Far
civilization can cause mal-nutri- long life and pulling power. We
East.
tion, according to a low-cost are still receiving coupons from
nutrition study by Northwestern the first advertisement in your
National Life Insurance Com- state. I believe we shall feel the !
pany. Millions of Americans are results of this campaign foil I
undernourished
because
food •nonths to come, and that when.' He
nesrse.7in
a s ehappiomem
money is wastefully spent on ac- the Government's fiscal year
merry
medley of rocount of "over-civilized eating closes on July 1, 1942, your
mance
and
habits and lack of education in state will be in the forefront of
rhythm!
food values."
the estates that have gone over
You need only three or four the top.
pounds of food a day, the study
Very truly yours,
points out, and says the cost
Frank Knox,
can be as low as 25 cents daily
Sec'y. of the Navy.
if you stick to simple food and
avoid tidbits and stimulants. A
Conducted entirely by Chinese
pound of wholewheat foods plus women, a Chinese-language forta pound of milk per person daily, nightly called "Women's Light"
a few cents worth of vegetables has been started in Hongkong.
and fat, and if any food money
is left, dairy products, fresh tables and good meat—and
there
eggs, additional fruits and vege- is your menu
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Warner Bros.' Hit starring

RONALD REAGAN

is the daredevil Yankee Ace!
ADDED JOY!

1

3 STOOGES in"
BOOBS IN
PICTORIAL NEWS OF THE WOW

SATURDAY — OPEN 11:6
JOHNNY MACK
BROWN in
"BURY ME NOT
ON THE
LONE PRAIRIE"

EAST
FEATURES

Li

'BOYS
TII
No. 4 'C

SUNDAY and

MON1)A1

7te 1MacMURRAY

Strike Up the Band!

‘elit PRESTON

- all he's got is a million &Ain,

-But together they've got the world by kit
in the busiest, dizziest place on earth • •'

Monday Night, Nov. 24

Dennis

Couple or Stag

For Advance Tickets, See

CLIFF COX
Dance Sponsored By Clarksville
DILETTANTI

CLUB
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ERIC BLORE • Directed by CHARLES VIDOR • A
_ Plus! . . . These Short Tnits
FARO
COMEDY—"HAPPY FACES"

And His Nationally Known
NEW ENGLANDERS

Gate: $2.75 (tax inc)
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BARNEY RAPP
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Princeton Federal
Savings & Loan
Association
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Women's Pa

•

•

•

.Personals
Society.

Langston-LeRoy

1

Mrs.. Berdie Moore
Entertains Club

Family Re-Union

ONE'S first fall frock may be brown rayon crepe with a
cascading jabor front for interest. Note the smooth unbroken line
of the shoulders and the dolman sleeve.

Chinese Gold Mining
Increased Sevenfold

Horse And Buggy
Replaces Auto

IT'S WISE - ITS PATRIOTIC
AIDS TO NIGHT-TIME WARMPTH

Byard, Neb. (.4')—C. 0. Hyde,
72, a farmer near here, has just
bought a new buggy to be pulled
by his old sorrel mare, Flossie.
When a man gets to be my
age," he said, "he has no business driving a car around. A
buggy takes me where I want
to go, and it's. safe."

Chungking (4')—Gold valued
at $30,000,000 in U. S. currency
Chinese
was produced from
mines during the current year,
according to official estimates.
Mine output has been increased seven times over prewar production, despite a lack of modern machinery which forces the
almost exclusive use of human
Try Leader's Classified Ads —
A supriSe 'dinner -for M. and labor and primitive implements. —
commemin
Boone
E.
J.
Mrs.
oration of their 25th wedding
anniversary was given by friMrs. Harry Long entertained
in her ste
and relatives Sunday at
ends
members of the Tuesday Afternear Fredonia. Those
home
their
"n Bridge Club at her home
included Doc Woodall,
present
Hopkinsville street Tuesday
Mrs. J. H. Boone, Mrs. John
Present were: Mesdames George
Campball, Mr. and Mrs. T. 0.
A.
V.
Randolph,
Harry
Hill,
i
I
r
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Jones,
Phillips, C. F'. Engelhardt, Jack
Thomas, Berhram, Margaret and
Hugh
Keeney,
1 Mason, Bert
Jimmy Allen, Mrs. J. 0. Boone
F.
J.
Cherry. A. B. Moss and
and
and daughter, Rebecca, Mr.
Graham.
McElroy, Mr. and
S.
C.
Mrs.
Visitors were Mesdames R. S.
Phelps, Paul and
and Mrs. Glen
Gregory, Willie Larkins
Jimmy Phelps, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Jacobs.
McCall
Norman Wheeler and daughter,
At the close of the games, a
4480
Color In Your Life
Patsy.
salad course was served.
The next meeting will be held
with our Fabrics—
at the home of Mrs. Jack Mason,
Eddyville, December 2.
reMrs. Lottie Long, Marion,
treatfor
hospital
Fun With Your
the
in
mains
ment.
is
Mr. Allie Bradford, Mexico,
Sowing
week for
The Women's Council of the in the hospital this
met treatment.
Church
First Christian
Monday night, Nov. 17, in the
1.8
with
111111.111111
basement of the church for a
'Pot-Luck" supper. Members of
AlcCALL
the different groups that comprise the council attended.
Those present were: Mesdames
Printed Patterns
.41111114.
1. A Stegar, George Davis, Robs1/4\
ert Traylor, Sallie Harralson,
Marshall,
Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
E. A. Lisanby, Mallory Porter,
of a
The Only Modern Pattern
Eddyville, oh the birth
Edwin Jacobs, A. H. Templeton,
17.
November
Henry Terry, Fanny Leech, Bob son,
Puckett,
The pattern that makes sewing
Mr. and Mrs. Alvis
a
McGregor, A. M. Harville, Waltfun and easy with its sewon the birth of
Princeton,
Glenn
Simons, Atha Stallins,
17.
ing helps — the printed
oN,v.
daughter
Cartwright, Charles Brook S.
cutting line and printed
Charles Witherspoon, Henry
instructions.

Surprise Party Given

Smart "Sit-By-The-Fire"

Housecoats

or
boy
Butcher
tailored styles! . .
Prints or pastels.
3irls' Flannelette Pajamas
,Print and color comoinations. Butcher boy
or tailored!
den's Warm All Wool

ZANDORRA
IS COMING!

14/t"

McColl
Printed
Pattern
4513

Sula & Eliza i 'ail
were*

Blouses --,

9P

Deep, rich colors
•
sash,
'Fringed
roomy pockets!
Stitched trim
Men's Snug Flannelette

co
Real proatt
or slipTrim
over models! Colorful patterns.
BOYS'

Fresh-faced
white and colors. Long
or short sleeved with
convertible collars.
Girl's Budget Skirts
Plaids, colors! Husky
school-favored
fabrics!
Women's Comfy Felt

98e

Everetts
98c

PAJAMAS 79

Neat striped patterns in dip-over
or button coat
styles.

Smart velvet
collar! Leather
cushion soles,
heels.
Children's Felt Hylos 49c
Men's Glove Leather

FOR DAYTIME COMFORT

Eve retts
98c

Tuckstitch

UNDIES
25c
,Vornen's briefs, panties and
vests of fine quality heaver cotton. Regular and
rge sizes. Tea rose.

Ankle length, long sleeves
cottons.
Boys' Warm Unions.

Men's

INAIST COATS

Shirts & ShorL

loops.
hose
to 12.
2

49e

Felt lined!
Split leather
cusion soles,
heels.
i Boys' Moccasin-Type 4;.c
PROTECT BAB t
All Wool Sacques(
I Hand embroidered sl.„..4.;
t
I All Wool Bonnet, s
,,..
Sweater, Bootees
r
1
1 ALL WOOL
I. SHAWLS
.............444...........„..-

i

Children's Comfy

iiibbed cotton with
:ayon stripe. Tanned

-Z`

69c •

PAJAMAS 98

Women's Council Has
'Pot-Luck' Supper

1

98c
98c

98

Hospital News

t

Budget-priced
snap brims, rollers, round
crown models! Glowing
range of colors!
SMART BLOUSES
Rayon crepe shirtwaist
styles.
Sizes 32-40.
HANDBAG BUYS
Simulated
leathers!
Girls' Sub Broadcloth

PAJAMAS

ROBES

Felt

HATS
1.49

4,98

Quilted rayon
satin or velvety
rayon suede!..
Zipper or wraparound!
Women's Smart Flannelette

Tu'esday"Bridge —
Club

The Leader
Congratulates

Women's Casual

NYMIM11111.1111111111111111111

The Young Women's W.M.S.
of the First Baptist Church, FreMr. and Mrs. C. E. Langston, donia, held its regular royal
ton, announce the engage- service November 12 at the
and approaching marriage home of Mrs. J. H. Watson with
of their daughter, Jewell, to a program and a discussion of
Mark D. LeRoy, son of Mrs. the month's topic, "An Urgent
Ethel LeRoy, of Chicago, and Gospel Dispels Heavy Darkness."
The program included a Bible
The wedding will take place
Mrs. J.
by
message
during the Thanksgiving Holi- study
Rogers, prayer by Mrs. J. H.
days.
Mr. LeRoy is the grandson of Watson, "Penetrating Shadows
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Luckett of of Ignorance," by Mrs. Veldon
this place, and formerly lived Yandell, "The Story of my Conversion," by Mrs. Tally Baker,
here.
"Penetrating Shadows of Disease" by Mrs. Coy Moore, "Penetrating Shadows of Paganism,"
by Mrs. Emmett Williughby, and
group.
The B. P. and W. Club of the songs by the
Following the service, new
First Christian Church met at
for the year were electthe home of Mrs. Berdie Moore, officers
were Mrs. Veldon YanThey
ed.
Thursday
last
Street,
Market
W.
Mrs. J. H. Watpresident;
dell,
regular
their
for
7:30,
night, at
ent; Mrs. Coy
vice-presid
son,
socia'.
and
tuiness meeting
-treasurer, and
Following the business session Moore, secretary
Judge Rorgers, assistant
t pannel discussion was had on Mrs.
-treasurer. There were
low Education Can Help The secretary
seven members presents.
lonomical Problem."
Members present were Mesdames Walter Simons, Henry
Lester, Juanita Mulkins, Clifton
A family re-union was given
Pruett, Ernest O'Hara, Rebecca
at the home of Mrs. Wilson CanOtho
Cherry,
Arnett, Everett
non Sunday. Those present were
Bruce and Misses Atha Stallins,
Mr. and Mrs. Kermit Cannon
Jewell Davis, Ruby Hollowell,
and son, Mr. and Mrs. Tom MorEliza Nall and Willie Smith.
and family and Mr. and
gan
Visitors were Mrs. R. M. Pool,
J. R. Winn.
Mrs.
president of the General Council, and Mrs. Bertha Noeinger.
At the close of the meeting refreshments were served.

÷ At the ÷

Churches

Fredonia W.M.S
Has Meeting

1...•
ART

•

Personals

Miscellaneous
Shower

APT

•

iiiiiiiNm01114
Mtn Betsey Anderson in Murray Sunday, where she is a
student at MSTC.
Mr. C. R. Davis, New Castle,
visiting her parents, Mr. and
Indiana, and Mrs. W. D. Goodloe,
Mrs. Ethel LeRoy, Chicago, is
Calhoun, visited relatives here Mrs. R. W. Luckett, who have
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
last week-end.
been quite ill.
Mr. William H. McElroy was
Mrs. E. M. McCamey returned J. G. Cothran, Minister
a visitor in Hopkinsville Monday. to her home in Memphis TuesSunday school, 9:45.
Mrs. J. W. Galloway, Jr., Ash- day afternoon, after a visit with
Morning worship, 11:00.
ville, N. C., is visiting her par- her mother, Mrs. R. H. Akin.
Training Union, 6:00.
Baptist
HopkinsBrown,
Helen
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank E.
Miss
Evening worship, 7:30.
Brewer. She arrived Friday ville, spent last week-end with
Wednesday
meeting
Prayer
night and will return Wednes- her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. R.
evening, 7:15.
day.
Brown, W. Main St.
The pastor will fill the pulpit
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Lamb and
Mr. ahd Mrs. W. B. Miles,
Madisonville, visited friends here Mrs. Lester Stanley visited Mr. at both services Sunday. Let's
and Mrs. J. 0. Hardin and fami- keep up our good attendance.
Friday.
Visitors are always welcome to
Mr. and Mrs. hey McGough ly, in Hopkinsville, Sunday.
Corporal Edward R. Brown worship with us.
and Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Cherry
has returned to Camp Forrest,
spent last week in Louisville.
RIAN
Mr. W. L. Martin, Warren, Tenn., after a visit with his par- CENTRAL PRESBYTE
Ohio, is visiting his sister, Mrs. ents, Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Brown,
Church school at 9:45 A. M.
J. S. Williams and brother, Mr. W. Main St.
Morning services at 10:45 A.
Mr. "Bill" Atkinson marksman M., the Rev. Hugh M. Miller,
Kelly Martin.
a
was
Co.,
Louisville
Remington
the
Smith,
of
Tommie
Miss
Church,
Presbyterian
Roslyn
spent last Wednesday and Thurs- business visitor here Tuesday.
Roslyn, Pa., son of the Re'v.
and
Mrs.
Dawson
Miss Francis
day with her sister, Mrs. W. P.
Karl P. Miller, will preach.
Gus Deen were in Nashville Topic, "The Scarlet Thread."
Morse.
•their
met
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Moore Tuesday, where they
Evening service at 7 P. M.,
daughter, Vivian sister, Mrs. Durward Turner, the Rev. Mr. Miller preaching.
little
and
Clare, Paducah, were guests of Birmingham, Ala., who will visit "What We Knox% of Christ."
them for a short while.
relatives here last week-end.
The public is cordially invited.
Mrs. J. R. Kevil was a visitor
Mr. and Mrs. Shell Smith
visited Mr. Smith's sister, Mrs. in Hopkinsville Monday.
FIRSH CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Mr. and Mrs. hey McGough
John Osborne, Sunday, who is
a patient at the Jennie Stewart will leave Friday for Stanford, Charles P. Brooks, Pastor
Bible school, 9:45; J. F. GraKy., where they will visit Mr.
Hospital in Hopkinsville.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Dodge and McGough's brother, Mr. Arthur ham, Supt.
Morning worship at 10.55.
Mrs. Marie Haney, Princeton; McGough, and Mrs. McGough.
We urge our membership, and
Mr. and Mrs. 0 .T. Yates, Kut- They will also attend the Kenvisitors to wortawa, visited relatives last week- tucky-Tennessee football game we welcome our
ship with us and be thankful.
end in Sikeston, Missouri, and at Lexington Saturday.
Misses Elizabeth Soper and Serrtion subject, "The Sin Of
other points of interest in that
Mary Wilson Eldred returned Ingratitude."
state.
Morning worship at 10:55.
Hollis Mitchell and Harry from New York City Monday
Young people's meeting, 7:00.
Joiner visited Rufus Boaz at night where they have been for
Preaching at Cross Roads will
the Jennie Stewart Hospital in the last ten days.
at 7
Miss Dorothy Norman, nurse be held Saturday night
Hopkinsville Sunday.
by Rev. Charles P.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Ander- at Princeton Hispital, visited her o'clock
son and son, Jimmy, visited parents in Salem last week-end. Brooks.

Blue Twilight

Lester, Rebecca Arnett, R. D.
Farmer, W. B. Davis,
Fred
the windbreak's
Mere where
Howard, Anna Osborne, Laura
clustered row
Vivian, Herdic Moore, Clifton
Bends pearl-branched with early Carter, Misses Jewell Davis,
snow,
Eliza Nall, Carolyn Arnett, Norprophetic shadow-fingers write ma Sue Cartwright, and Rev.
night,
of
imminence
the
go blue
Charles P. Brooks.
pThen under stars of polish steel
the
to
rings
iron
Land turned
heel,
And birches, all their nacre lost,
Lean dark and pregnable to
A miscellaneous shower will
—Phylis Morden
frost.
be held Wednesday night at
7:30 at the home of Miss Audrey
Mr. and Mrs. Christian Strasser
Whitsett, on Maple St., in honor
Collier
of Mrs. Pepper Martin, a recent
announces the, marriage of
bride. Mrs. Martin was the formtheir daughter
er Mary Elizabeth McCollum.
Lois Ann
this
were issued
Invitations
to
week.
Mr. Joseph Talmadge Leech
Thursday, November the
thirteenth
at St. Louis, Missouri
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High quality
fleeced a
bit inside
Boys' Styles

59c

i

I

cotton,

25e
at...1k

PENNEY'S

1

"Hot" Shovels/
Boom Causes
Bank To Close

Holstein Gels Lost In Jersey Sewer

Johnsonville III. (FP)—Despite
an oil boom and lots of money in
its vaults, the State Bank had to
close. A new oil field usually
means good business for everybody, but nobody wants to borrow money in Johnsville any
more, and tlit bank had no income to meet its own expenses.

Part-Time Workers
Now Being Paid
Partial Benefits

s.
have
Awerende
jt .
smetinn p oi C iet
se
:.
have

an enclb(e9n
rs:'
evi.nau
yld from his sler,
ed
leaving three long
eta underneath
tools had been tak,.,,
house next door.

Employes Not
Getting Eu11 Time
On Jobs Eligebie
For Compensation

Pilyerers Foiled

Ladino Clover
legume, is a tall-g,
white clover whicr
Italy.

Lancaster, N. Y. (R)—The perwho stole the hydrant tops
are doomed to disappointment
if t1ey 'expect the tops were
solid copper and could be sold
at a high price. Public Works
Commissioner Harold Huber said
the tops were nothing more than
wrought iron.

r

Frankfort, Nov. 18—Revised
procedures for paying job insurance benefits ot employes
who are partially unemployed
are now in effect In Kentucky,
Robert B. Hensley, Acting Executive Director of the Unemployment Compersation Commission,
said today.
"In the past, a number of emWhen thieves went through
ployes have failed to claim parthe house of Police Inspector A.
tial unemployment benefits beL Hopkins in Hongkong, they
took not only silver ornaments
cause they and their employers
have not fully understood the
but the inspector's medals as
well.
legal definition of partial unemployment," Hensley said.
------The Commission director exis
The death battle of two buck deer in the Black Hills near
plained that an employee
partially unemployed when he Deerfield, S. D., was revealed when hunters found the victorious
COAT, HAT gg
continues to work for his regu- warrior alive, locked (above) by antlers with the old master he
lar employer but his earnings defeated in a fight for his doe. A game warden released the
Maio Street
—AP Telemat
fall below his benefit rate be- winner with saws and an axe.
cause his employer cannot proFar from her Wisconsin home, Clare, a cow, wanders out of
vide full time work. The bene- Swiss Snowflakes
a sewer in Newark, N. J., after traveling for 12 hours frorn Union,
fit rate is the amount of unem- Pick Their Own Seas
N. J., in the subterranean passage. Clare broke away while being
ployment benefits the employee
unloaded and entered the storm sewer. A trail of "moos" led
Bern, Switzerland (IP)—Swiss
could claim for a fourteen-day
searchers to the lost bovine and she was drive two miles further
he
if
period
job.
his
snow, when it melts, delost
Alp
—AP Telemat
to this exit.
"In other words, partial un- pending upon where it lies, finds
employment is 'under-employ- its way into one of three widement.' A man does not have to
separated seas.
lose his job to be eligible for ly
But there is one spot in the
benefits," Hensley said.
partial
molasses
or
gingerbread
ing
flowers
of
Bowls or vases
where one
"The employer-employee rela- Canton of Grisons
sometime leave white stains and cake. Molasses has a way of tionship is maintained, but the can empty a glass of water and
L. C. FOLEY, Auctioneer—
rings on polished furniture. To burning easily so the extra wax- employee does not work full- choose his sea.
One slope carries it to Lake
time. However, the employee
for true value auction, trained remove them rub quickly with ed paper is a protection.
Longhin and ultimately to the
full-time
for
available
be
.X
must
cloth,
soft
a
and efficient service for real alcohol applied on
Chopped salted peanuts blend- work if his employer needs him." Black sea, another to the Rhin,
estate livestock and farm wipe dry with another clean
Hensley made it clear that and finally the North sea, while
ed into pineapple conserve, raigood
a
apply
then
and
cloth
sales . . . Satisfaction guarantheir third route, over a mountfurniture polish on a cloth to sin jam or orange marmalade partial benefits are payable only ain slope and into the Maroz
teed.
restore the finish:
make a delicious filling for whole when the worker's reduced earn- valley, follows the Rhone into
WE HAVE MUCH FOR WHICH TO BE MOST THANKIli
wheat bread sandwiches that go ings are due to lack of work on the Mediterranean.
proregular
new
his
The
job.
cashews
or
Sliced Brazil nuts
in the school lunch boxes.
••cedure does not compensate
give a nutty topping to escallop>>
There are about 4,500 native
reaworkers
personal
for
who,
Six whole cloves and a crushed dishes such as corn, potatoes,
less than reindeer in Alaska.
tomatoes, celery, or fish.
ed bay leaf added with the sons, choose to work
full-time.
cooking
a
to
seasonings
other'
Member National Realty Co.
In general, Hensley said, wage- not to any other cause, such as
Put an extra layer of waxed pot roast give a new flavor.
earners may claim partial un- illness, disability, vacation leave
t
or personal reasons.
With simple precautions en- employment benefits when the
following
exist:
conditions
long
a
last
will
wear
ameled
1. Wage-earner works less than
time and give efficient service.
normal full-time hours.
2. He is still employed by
Fewer Farm Workers
Columbus, 0. (1)—The total regular employer.
3. His reduced earnings during
number of persons working on a period of unemployment which
farms in the United States this is fourteen 'days are less than
fall is the lowest since the U. S. he would receive in unemployDepartment of Agriculture began ment compensation if he lost
keeping records in 1925, accord- his job completely.
ing to the Department of Rural
4. His reduced hours are due
Economics at Ohio State Univer- to lack of available work, and
sity. Part of the decline is due,
according to economists, to the
Loans made on yotir autcr,- furniture,- livestock- or-note.- In--- -fac-t-that labor has-left the--farm.
for more remunerative jobs in
vestigate our special plan for farmers. Liberal appraisals on
industry.
autos. Get any amount, $10 to $300, and repay on plan best
suited to your needs. Your choice of terms from one to
The Department of the Interior
has issued a new handbook of
18 months. To apply simply stop in, phone 470 or write. All
the law as it pertains to the
applications receive immediate attention.
rights, privileges, protection and
responsibilities of the American
Indian.

Mrs. Byron Childrt

DRESS so

Helps For Housewives

Our Anniversary - We Point To Pride

FINANCE CORP. of KY. — Incorporated

NOW READY

Creomulsion relieves promptly because it goes right to the seat of the ,
trouble to help loosen and expel
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
to soothe and heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial mucous membranes. Tell your druggist to sell you
I a bottle of Creomulsion with the understanding you must like the way it
you are

,,„,,,,,,l„,s,„ecyotalkor

CREOMULSION

for Coughs,Chest Colds, Bronchitis
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Through the three years we have grown with Princeton, walcimi with
pride its activity and ours too, and have been proud of the progress that has
marked us both.

We are glad we have always tried to put quality where it Md.
At the front of all other things . . . and now we thank all our cu
faithfulness our first three years . .. Your friendliness has been a .•
upon which we have built.

SEE OUR SPECIAL PRICES . . . USE OUR PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
ENJOY OUR LUNCHES... PATRONIZE US FOR ALL THE WELL KNOWN
BRANDS OF COSMETICS . . . KEEP IN TOUCH WITH OUR COSMETIC
BAR. . WE ARE PROUD OF YOUR PATRONAGE.

FOR THEIR PATRONAGE THROUGH THE YEAR

21st. Opposite American Snuff Co.
Wm. HANCOCK, Jr., SALESMAN
Phone 318-2

Druggist On The Square
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Farmers Asked To
Sell Metal Scraps

Rayburn Signs Ship Arming Bill

To Be Sailor's Bride

Bulgarian Peasants
Are Given Farms

Sofia 07,—Landless Bulgarian
peasants and poor farmers have
profited from the restoration of
Doiorudja to Bulgaria—some of
them at the cost of former Jewish landowners.
Some 15,000 Bulgarian immigrants from northern Dubrudja
v"
have been settled in the southern part of the area, where they
The Department of Agriculture
have been given 316,000 acres of
ers
farm
that
d
ille
has announce
1942 annual Hopkinsv
land and 13,600 dwellings. Anval
throughout the country will be
ray will be a fall festi
other 160,000 acres were distrimemasked to sell their scrap metal
than a spring event,
buted to 7,000 landless peasants
it' the tobacco day comm
and 13,960 farmers who did not
for use in defense production.
auunced this week. Prehave enough land. The ministry
Secretary of Agriculture Claud
for the celebraans
of agriculture decided to buy ten
R. Wickard requested U. S.
8.
ber
Deland beis, held Octo
Department of Agriculture
ve) in thousand acres of farm
(abo
ips
Phill
e
phin
Jose
fall
.latteemen said the
fense Boards in each State to
s for longing to Jews.
plan
made
J.,
N.
,
ield
Garf
,auld place the festival
make plans for their States im- her wedding to Bill Langford, a
the toChina has 108,000 rural coto the opening of
mediately and enlist the county sailor who befriended her when
sales season. The 1942
ss operative societies, with a total
defense boards in the effort.
joble
,
York
New
in
was
she
planned to be a much
Mr. Wickard pointed out that
Bill membership of 6,000,000.
and broke. Separated when
Affair than was this year's
phia
the Office of Production Manidel
Phil
to
red
sfer
a was tran
Alaska's two national forests,
vent.
meet
agement has been putting on
after they'd arranged to
the Tongass and the Chugach,
executive committee for
after
drive to increase the flow of
ited
reun
were
again, they
R.
ide comprise an area of 20,880,000
scrap metal from the cities. OPM
,r2 event is composed of
the girl's story drew nation-w
acres
Kenneth Cayce and
mat
has now requested the aid of
Tele
—AP
attention.
Gardiner, representing the
the Department of Agriculture
p
in increasing the flow of scra
ts and S. L. Cowherd,
iam Hanfrom the farms.
ter Moss and Will
cco in"The national defense prosa, Jr., for the toba
gram is seriously threatened by
rests.
s the bill scrapping the actual and impending .shortages
ker Sam Rayburn (D-Tex) sign
into combat
In the presense of colleagues, Spea
cost of living
of iron and steel scrap," Mr.
hant ships and sending them
merc
ican
Amer
ng
In England the
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nst
ing took
Neutrality Act bans agai
e by a vote of 212 to 194. The sign
Wickard said. "In addition, civilhous
approximately 28 percent
the
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pass
was
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nd
zones a few minutes after
was in
on, D. C. Left to right: Rep. Pat Bola
shortages of steel including
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1,
k (D-Mass.)); Rep. Howard W. Smit
l for farm implements and
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•mber, 1939, and July
John
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Majority Lead
—AP Telemat parts needed by farmers will
Ministry (D-Pa.), house whip;
the
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g
rdin
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1,
cer (D-Md.)
(D-Va.); Rep. Lansdale G. Sass
be more severe if steel mills
Labor.
cannot be kept running at capacity. Farms have long been
one of the most important
's too sour. Throw sources of scrap metal. Therestuff
That
h
Coac
—
.
East Lansing, Mich
drink
fore, it is a patriotic duty to see
pleased it .out. The boys can't
16c
Charlie Bachman was
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"
that.
igan
that the scrap be made availMich
Commercial Gas (wh
when Wilford Davis,
17c
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week
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The
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State quarterback, hand
Regular Gas, first
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Ethyl Gas
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PRINCETON-DAWSON
to reveal any ground-g
50c
farm
to
t
sults will be importan
Davis gonna be sour today!"
In your container, gal
promise and Bachman told
SPRINGS HIGHWAY
The box under his arm con- ers and to the whole defense
as much.
effort."
Davis tained five pounds of sugar.
Ralph Cummins, Prop.
"Oh, I know, coach,"
Department agencies repreis esa>
admitted, "but that play
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'Tigers Play Season's Finale Today

The Madisonville Tobacco Market,aBecause of its continue4
week this season,
growth, will hold three sales

First or Opening Sale will be held on Monday,. Dec. 1. The
warehouses will be open for receiving on Wednesday, NO,
vember 26.

Sell Your Tobacco In
MADISONVILLE

MADISONVILLE TOBACCO BOARD OF TRADE
Advertising Wins
Praise As Force
The 1941 squad of Butler High School Tigers who engage M anion today in the
the two neighboring schools. Princeton has won four games this year while losing
Pictured are: front row, left to right: Taylor, Scott, Miller, Childress, Captain
Gray, Pickens, Mitchell, Coleman, Creekmur, Lowery, Cavanah, Gallagher; Third
Halloway, Robertson, Young, Hodge; back row, Manager Mc Connell and Tiny

Leon Hendersoni
Says More 'Right
Kind' Needed

annual Thanksgiving Day grid battle between
three.
Sisk, Patterson, Kern, Robertson; second row:
row: Watson, Stallins, Martin, Rich, Stone,
Crisp.

Price Administrator Leon Henderson praised the Nation's advertisers and assured them that,
so far as he was concerned, they
need not fear that their business
(Continued from page one)
would be curbed as a means of
(Continued from page one)
restrictcontrolling inflation
serious last night due to a hembattle and will be led by Cap(W)—KenChicago, Nov. 18
The Southern National Hereing production.
orrhage of the brain. Physicians
tain Sisk, hard driving tailback,
tucky's represeniation at the Inford Show, one of the biggest
"So far as advertising is consaid his life is threatened by
who will be playing his final
ternational Live Stock Exposi- cerned . . . it must survive as a
livestock expositions of the nablood clots resulting from blood
regular season game. Sisk will
tion and Horse Show, to be held thriving, dynamic force," Hention, will be held this year at
vessels ruptured by his head
be the major threat in the Benat the Chicago Stockyards No- derson declared in an address
Clarksville, Tenn., Friday, Nov.
striking the pavement as he r
gal backfield altho Taylor, Miller
for a meeting of the
vember 29 to December 6, will prepared
21 through Thursday, Nov. 27,
fell from the car. He is a son be the largest in history, the American Association of Adverand eight other Tigers will conunder sponsorship of the Ameritising Agencies.
tribute their best for victory. can Hereford Association, the of Mrs. Emma Boaz.
management reported.
"I would emphasize my conEntries of Kentucky stockmen
A group of four other PrinceMiller assumed ball carrying Tennessee Department of Agrisidered opinion that
;adverand the Clarksville ton persons witnessed the crash. and farmers will exceed 12,000 tising
shores against Sturgis and will culture
is threatened with no spelikely be asked to do a good Chamber of Commerce. More They said Boaz lost control of head of beef cattle,—draft and cial or extraordinary peril which
share of it against the Terrors. than 300 entries from 33 out- his car when he rounded the saddle horses, sheep and swine, is not shared by other economic
The game will also see the standing registered herds in 15 curve and struck gravel that had an entry that in many divisions and social organisms in this
last of the aggressive Miller, the states will compete in the var- spread over the Highway's sur- is an all-time record.
Kentucky's largest single ex- country,' he said.
long kicking Fletcher, massive ious classes of the show. Invi- face from a sideroad.
"If I have a point of view
most
the
will be the University
hibitor
was
Prince
Miss
Pooch Perry, Childress, Scott tations to this even were receivabout advertising it is that under
and several from the reserves. ed here this week by leading seriously hurt besides Boaz and Kentucky.
the sort of expanding economy I
is at her home in Eddyville. She
Princeton usually turns out farmers and businessmen.
is an employe of the Cumber- He is at the Princeton Hospital. would like to see there should
for the Turkey Day game. whethland Manufacturing Company
The auto driven by Boaz and
er here or there, and the holihere.
the two envolved in the other
days probably will find scores
. The second near-disasterous accident, were badly damaged.
of loyal fans in the Marion
highway crash occurred near
stands. The crack 60-piece band
Formal call for the legislative
of Butler will perform before council to meet at 1 p. m. at the same hour as the Cadiz
the game and at halftime with Frankfort, Monday, Nov. 24, to Highway accident when a car
formations and tunes depicting begin a study of proposals to driven by James McLean, emEffective now, all classified ads
the spirit of Thanksgiving in come before the General As- ploye of the Gulf Corporation must be paid for when ordered,
keeping with the revelry and sembly in January was issued here, crashed broadside into except in cases of business firms
holiday spirit that inevitably by Lieut.I.Gov. Rodes K. Myers. an auto driven by William Carey having regular ad•ertising acHenry on a sharpe curve about counts with The Leader. There
prevade the battles of the two
The council is composed of
no deviation from this
neighboring elevens. And it will eight Senators and eight Rep- a mile from Dawson Springs on will be
rule.
road.
Princeton
the
-laa. 4.--Ytflo royal as- both
resentatives and 44ve—,State -ad
or
John Keeney, son Of Mr. and
WANTED: Elderly lady
had rather have a victory over ministrative officers. The legis
the other than a pipng hot, lative members were named jus Mrs. Henry Keeney and nephew couple to keep house and wait
of Dr. B. L. Keeney, suffered on sick. R. W. Luckett, 321 Baldturkey dinner every day.
before adjournment of the 194
fractured pelvis and possible win Ave.
a
session and the administrative
enternal injuries. He was taken
members are expected to be apWANTED: 500 bushels of new
C. Hospital at Paducah
pointed by Governor Johnso to the I.
2tp
under observation. corn. Dr. C. F. Englehardt.
is
he
where
this week.
He was reported Tuesday to be
FOR SALE:
Princeton Livestock market
improving.
2 Farmall-14 Tractors
The Bata shoe factory at Zlin
was stronger Monday when 838
a
James,
brother,
Keeney's
1 John Deere Model-B tractor
making onl
head were sold at prices report- in Moravia, is
at Butler High School, 1 W-30 International tractor
ed fully 25 cents higher than wooden shoes as a result of th student
ribs
several fractured
2 10-20 International tractor
at the previous sale. No. 1 veals leather shortage; this plant onc received
severe bruises; Carter Lamb, 1 Farmall 30 tractor
topped at $12.30, long fed steers turned out an estimated 170,000 and
Caldwell county, was cut about 1 D-15 3/4 ton International
at $11 and hogs at $9.90.
pairs of shoes daily.
the face; Buddy Childress, centtruck.
er on the 1941 Butler High 1 C-30, 11
2 ton International
/
School football team, received
truck.
minor hand injuries, and Mc- 1 GMC Pick-up
Lean suffered a sevre facial 1 International Pick-up
laceration. Louard Lamb, sixth 2 Tractor Disc Harrows
occupant of the car was unin- 2 Tractor Plows
jured.
PRINCETON IMPLEMENT CO.
Fred Talley, riding with Henry,
Madisonville Street
and owner of the car, received
FOR SALE: Nine room house
numerous cuts and bruises but
was reported out of danger and lot, located 410 S. Harrison
Tuesday. Henry, physicians said, St. Will sell or sacrifice. See Al
tfx
The splendid endorsement accorded me by the
suffered a crushed right foot. Thomas Page.

Clarksville Host
To Hereford Assn.
November 21 to 27

Popular Young

Kentucky To Send
12,000 Head of Stock
To Chicago Show

be more of it. That is, more
of the right kind . . .
"You don't expect me to tell
you that advertising is not going to suffer in this defense
program . . . But I can tell you
with all conviction that I regard it as part of my job to ,
what I can to maintain the max-

imum of civilian activity
lc ft
economy consistent with Ix
basic requirements of defer*
"And I ask you to believe
ti
when I say that since the qua,
tion has been raised ...l ei,
sider that advertising is itcht
ed in the category of import
civilian activity,"

Voters of Caldwell county, I appreciate your support in tin
November election, and for those who opposed me, 1 hoe
no ill will.

J. E. CHILDRESS
MINE111111

Zandorra
Is Coming!

Legislative Council
Meets Monday

-The-best to be had at prices most surprising. More-for-yeuf
Money all the time.

Local Livestock
Market Up Monday

1

Bananas nicreipe"llow
óc
Fresh Cocoanuts 5c & 7k
Florida Oranges ZE:&23c
Grapefruit
7
FRESH Plums. 2 LX
lb.

CS

voters of Caldwell county at the General Election,
November 4, in my candidacy for re-election as County
Court Clerk is gratefully acknowledged. I also desire
11g. cake plc
total 111

to express to my opponent in the election, Mr. Ray
Baker, my appreciation of the honorable manner in
which he conducted his campaign, to recognize the

Plenty of Celery, head lettuce, cranberries, oysters, fresh
tomatoes, cucumbers, beets, carrots, cauliflower, celery,
cabbage, bell peppers, etc.
Fresh Meat, fresh Fowl, Fruit and Vegetables. More for
Your Money all the time.

right and privilege of all who cast their votes for him,
and for whom I harbour only the kindliest feeling.
I shall strive to continue serving all the people with
courtesy and with the highest efficiency that my ablility may permit.

Princeton Poultry & Egg Co.
I. m(),,,,

RED FRONT
CASH & CARRY STORES

